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Fastener Options for Roton 780 Series Hinges

:
Two types of screws are available for metal doors and frames: the Dril-Kwik® screw (with drill point tip) and the thread forming
screw (no tapping necessary). The #12-24 x 11/16” self-drilling screw has a machine thread in the screw shank. The #12-24 x
13/32” thread-forming screw has a machine thread in the screw shank.

The standard screw pack contains #12-24 Dril-Kwik® self-drilling machine thread. This screw has a hardened steel drill point built
into the end of the screw, allowing it to be installed without a pre-drilled hole if the metal thickness is no more than 1/8” (3.2
mm). It forms its own threads as the screw is drilled into the door or frame. It is longer than most screws of the type because ofmm). It forms its own threads as the screw is drilled into the door or frame. It is longer than most screws of the type because of
the built-in drill point.

When installing the self-drilling screw, make certain that the installer is familiar with the proper use and torque settings of a
screw gun. Proper center-punching is extremely important with self-drilling screws. If center-punching is omitted or incorrectly
done, the screw will “walk” in the same way as a drill bit, resulting in cocked screw heads and improperly closing hinge leaves.
The optional self-threading screw is typically used on grout filled frames to prevent bowing of the frame. This screw has a short
tapered section at the tip. A drilled pilot hole (range: 0.173” to 0.185”) is required prior to tapping.tapered section at the tip. A drilled pilot hole (range: 0.173” to 0.185”) is required prior to tapping.

Either of these screws may be used for the attachment of Roton® hinges to metal doors or frames, generally without
reinforcement except in thin aluminum or with doors of very heavy weight or anticipated abuse. Both types require centerpunching
to ensure that the screw sits properly in the hinge leaf. Self-centering countersinking center-punches are available.
In all cases, care should be taken to ensure that no drill chips build up behind the hinge. It is best to premark the holes and drill
for self-threading screws with the hinge removed, or hold the hinge very tightly against the door or frame when using the selfdrillingfor self-threading screws with the hinge removed, or hold the hinge very tightly against the door or frame when using the selfdrilling
screws.

Hinges normally requiring sex bolts will be furnished with suitable mounting holes. Blank leaves, special countersinking, or door
fastening with pan-head screws are available upon request.

If special fasteners are required, customers must supply them except upon prior agreement. Please consult the factory for
alternate fastener recommendations.

On all applicable surface-mounted hinges, sex bolt sets are furnished in the hardware package together with a transfer punch for
accurate marking of the 3/8” (10 mm) drilled holes required. The 1/4”-20 bolt has a 3/8” (10 mm) shoulder under a 9/16” (14accurate marking of the 3/8” (10 mm) drilled holes required. The 1/4”-20 bolt has a 3/8” (10 mm) shoulder under a 9/16” (14
mm) pan head so that it can be reversed for exterior in-swing doors or for additional security.

Roton® sex bolts are intentionally designed to be shorter than the door thickness for proper clamping action with doors of slightly
varying thickness and gauge in the 1” (25 mm) - 2-1/2” (63.5 mm) range. Unless otherwise requested, bolts suitable for the
1-3/8” (35 mm) - 1-3/4” (45 mm) range will be shipped. Shorter or longer bolts may be requested. Bolts that are outside the
door thickness range of 1” (25 mm) - 2-1/2” (63.5 mm) must be provided by the installer.
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